Dear flat owners

GUIDELINES ON RENOVATION WORKS AFFECTING FACADE OF PUNGGOL WAVES

Welcome to PUNGGOL WAVES. Each HDB precinct is designed with distinctive features, façade design and color scheme, which is unique and exclusive.

2 In addition to the general renovation guidelines available in HDB InfoWEB, do spare some time to read the additional renovation guidelines when planning for your renovation. Essentially, the additional guidelines aim to preserve the distinctive features and the overall aesthetic appearance of PUNGGOL WAVES.

These are the guidelines:

(a) Installation of external grilles at the service yard is allowed, provided the grilles comply with the designs specified in the Appendix and is subject to HDB’s prevailing policies and terms. For window installation, the windows must be similar in type, colour and proportion to the original windows provided by HDB.

(b) Changing window type (such as casement window panel to sliding window panel), proportion, colour of window frames and glass panes is not allowed

(c) Installation of external grilles at air-con ledges is also not allowed.

3 We believe that with the combined efforts of every owner, the unique features of your precinct will be preserved. Thank you.

HOUSING & DEVELOPMENT BOARD
Dated:
Approved Grille Designs For Service Yard